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The Spring Framework is a widely adopted enterprise and general Java framework. The release of Spring Framework 3.0 has added many improvements and new features for Spring development. Written by Gary Mak of the best-selling Spring Recipes and Josh Long, an expert Spring user and developer, Spring Enterprise Recipes is one of the first books on the new Spring 3.

This key book focuses on Spring Framework 3.0, the latest version available, and a framework-related suite of tools, extensions, plug-ins, modules, and more—all of which you may want and need for building three-tier Java EE applications. 

	Build Spring enterprise and Java EE applications from the ground up using Recipes from this book as templates to get you started, fast. 
	Employ Spring Integration, Spring Batch and jBPM with Spring to bring your application’s architecture to the next level.
	Use Spring’s remoting, and messaging support to distribute your application, or bring your application to the cloud with GridGain and Terracotta. 


What you’ll learn

	Integrate legacy systems with Spring, bridging the gaps with Spring’s JMS support and Spring Integration.
	Use Spring Batch to insulate yourself from the tedious, hard-to-test code required to efficiently handle offline or batch processing scenarios.
	Build highly concurrent, grid-ready applications using Gridgain and Terracotta
	Build modular services using OSGi with Spring DM and Spring Dynamic Modules and SpringSource dm Server. Take the lightweight philosophy of the Spring framework to its logical extension. The Spring framework brings you all of the power of JEE, à la carte!
	Integrate Spring with Java EE 5 and 6 APIs and services
	How to leverage job scheduling, and e-mail services using Spring's abstractions. 


Who is this book for?

 A new breed of applications are in demand today. These applications are either simply not supported by JEE, or the support is tedious, and not reflective of modern day architectures. This book is for those with a working knowledge of Java and Spring who would like to take their skills, and their applications, to the next level.  
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Geographically Weighted Regression: The Analysis of Spatially Varying RelationshipsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Geographical Weighted Regression (GWR) is a new local modelling technique for analysing spatial analysis. This technique allows local as opposed to global models of relationships to be measured and mapped. This is the first and only book on this technique, offering comprehensive coverage on this new 'hot' topic in spatial...
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Human-Computer Interaction (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003

	The second edition of Human-Computer Interaction established itself as one of the classic textbooks in the area, with its broad coverage and rigorous approach, this new edition builds on the existing strengths of the book, but giving the text a more student-friendly slant and improving the coverage in certain areas. The revised...
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Node Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2011

	Welcome to the world of developing web software using Node (also known as Node.js). Node is a newly-developed software platform that liberates JavaScript from the web browser, enabling it to be used as a general software development platform in server-side applications. It runs atop the ultra-fast JavaScript engine from the Chrome browser,...
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On Music (Thinking in Action)Routledge, 2013

	Opinionated and example-filled, this extremely concise and accessible book provides a survey of some fundamental and longstanding debates about the nature of music. The central arguments and ideas of historical and contemporary philosophers are presented with the goal of making them as accessible as possible to general readers who have no...
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MySQL Crash Course (Sams Teach Yourself in 10 Minutes)Sams Publishing, 2005
If you are a MySQL user who wants to find out more about the program, but is not interested in becoming a database administrator just to be able to read books on MySQL, then MySQL Crash Course is for you. This tutorial-based book is organized into a series of short, easy-to-follow lessons...
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Cisco Internetworking with Windows NT & 2000McGraw-Hill, 2000
Guide to using Cisco hardware and software in a Microsoft environment With the announced Cisco/Microsoft partnership, just about all NT administrators will need a working knowledge of Cisco products and technologies. You'll find that know-how in Cisco Internetworking with Windows NT & 2000, by Anthony Velte, Toby Velte, and Amy Hanson. After an...
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